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HAMANO Kenzo
In this paper, I will discuss the merit of a greater rapprochement
between environmental ethics and bioethics, but I will emphasize the
merits of such a convergence for bioethics. Let me start by talking about
the essay entitled “The Other Good News” by Leah Hager Cohen, which
moved me greatly, and which is consonant with the point of my paper(1).
Cohen attended a meeting which celebrated the impending birth of
her friend’s child. A poet also attended. He sang a song he had written
which said in part “Child we come to celebrate you. Do you want the good
news or the bad news first?” Then, he continued “The good news is the
earth has made you. The bad news is you’re made of earth.” And the song
ended with the words “the good news is the earth has made you. The
other good news is we’re all made of earth. Child, we’re all made of earth.”
I was greatly moved by the lyrics of the song as were the people who
had attended that party. In addition, I was struck by how the poet’s words
are scientifically true: we are all made of earth. Evolutionary biology and
earth science can tell us the enormously complex and dynamic story of the
vicissitudes of the ecological system of life on earth(2). In that story,
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contingencies play many important roles. Some contingent events are
favorable to life, esp., human life. The main point of the story is that we
human beings are part of the earth’s ecological system which, in turn, is
part of the solar system: that is, literally we are all made of earth.
Nevertheless, a majority of human beings, especially those living in urban
areas, are alienated from the earth. We have lost the sense of affinity,
proper humility and gratitude with respect to the earth’s hugely complex
ecological system, which produced us and is the basis of our life. This
alienation from the natural world is the fundamental source of many
serious issues we face today
One of the main reasons why I emphasize the importance of studying
environmental ethics for bioethics is that when you think about the
relationship between human life and the natural environment, you cannot
avoid facing and deeply reflecting on many exciting facts that evolutionary
biology and earth science teach us about the history of life on earth, i.e.,
the truly exciting interaction between earth’s ecological system and life
itself. For example, during the period between seventy-eight million and
six hundred and thirty million years ago, the earth was so cold that it is
known by the term “snowball earth.” But this situation was saved by the
greenhouse gas emissions from volcanoes. A kind of global thermostat
kicked in. Furthermore, after that, diverse life forms emerged and the
first animals appeared. According to Ian Stewart and John Lynch, “It was
in this riotous burst of evolution, known as the Cambrian explosion, that
the fundamental body plan of all creatures alive today were laid down.(3)”
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The story of life on earth contains many similar crises and unexpected
rescues. Through these vicissitudes, human life emerged in the evolution
of life on earth. Fortunately, and in a sense, we could almost say,
miraculously, after the emergence of human life, the earth’s ecological
system has been stable enough for human life to be maintained on earth.
The earth’s extremely complex ecological system from which human life
emerged and part of which it is a constituent, has kept a certain
equilibrium－until recently.
I am neither a specialist in evolutionary biology nor an earth
scientist, hence, I cannot describe and explain to you in detail the exciting
and dynamic story of the relationship between life and earth, and the
causes of climate change in an authoritative way. However, I have
gleaned from my readings the following six things.
1. We are products of and part of the earth’s ecological system.
2. The emergence and survival of life on earth, including human life,
is extremely exciting and was made possible only by many, contingent
events and truly enormous, global, equilibrium-creating system. In fact
that system encompasses the whole solar system. (from here on I will use
the term “nature” as a shorthand term for this gigantic equilibrium
system.)
3. Therefore, it is very reasonable, very rational for us to feel wonder,
awe, and gratitude towards nature. As Pascal said, we are mere reeds.
But, Pascal further noted, we are thinking reeds: we have the rational
ability to think, and so could create civilization by exploiting natural
resources. But that thinking ability, as I explain in more detail later, is
finite and fragile. The issue of climate change is one of the clear
manifestations of the limitation and fragility of our reason. Who could
have predicted that the burp of cattle such as cows and sheep could
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become one of the causes of climate change?
4. I also would like to stress the importance of proper humility on our
part. We simply do not know enough about many aspects of life and the
relationship between life and nature despite the overblown hype about
DNA as the key to the secret of life. According to Michael Pollan’s essay
entitled “Playing God in the Garden(4)” Richard Lewontin suggested that
an “ecosystem” would be a better metaphor for DNA than the term
“software.” Lewontin told Pollan:
You can always intervene and change something in it, but there’s
no way of knowing what all the downstream effects will be or how it
might affect the environment. We have such a miserably poor
understanding of how the organism develops from its DNA that I
would be surprised if we don’t get one rude shock after another(5).
Indeed, we have only a miserably poor understanding of many things,
not just how the organism develops from its DNA. Hence proper humility
is the appropriate, reasonable and scientific attitude towards life and
nature. Accordingly, we had better adopt the precautionary principle
rather than risk assessment, when we apply biotechnology in the world.
I think that similar precaution must be used more in bioethical
decision-making in such cases as genetic enhancement and the
legalization of selling one’s own organs for organ transplantation. What I
am afraid is that the coarsening of human sensitivity of life, which leads
to, as it were, serious existential degradation of human life.
In addition, As Stephen Jay Gould wrote(6), human beings may self-
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destruct, but nature on earth can survive and flourish again in the
future，－provided one thinks in terms of a geological timeframe. We are
just one contingent product of an enormously complex evolutionary
history; hence, it is the hubris for us even to think of ourselves as
stewards of nature. Therefore, in accordance with the humility
appropriate for our finite human reason in the midst of the enormous
complexity of life and the earth’s ecological system which supports life, we
must be very cautious when we try to apply biotechnology to ecological
system and living things, especially human beings. As in the case of
GMOs, irreversible damage could be done to the those parts of the earth’s
ecological system which sustain human life, and, in the case of germ-line
tinkering, to the healthy genetic development of living beings themselves.
5. We must remember that earth is our home to which we have
exquisitely adapted during our evolutionary history. It is very
understandable for us to feel restful and healed in the midst of nature.
The greening of our environment helps us become healthier mentally and
physically, according to Professor Frances Kuo at University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign(7). The crisis of climate change means that we are
destroying our own house. There is no question of the fact that out of
control capitalism driven by short-sighted greed and hubris is one of main
reasons for this foolish, self-destructive action of human beings. To add
insult to injury, for the most part it is disadvantaged poor who tend to be
victims of climate change.
6. James Gustave Speth, dean of Forestry and Environmental Studies
at Yale, whom Time Magazine once called “the ultimate insider,” was a
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chairperson of the Council on Quality under President Carter, founded the
World Resources Institute, co-founded the Natural Resources Defense
Council, was a senior adviser in Clinton’s transition team, and
administered the United Nations Development Programme from 1993 to
1999. Speth persuasively argues in his new book(8) that contemporary
capitalism is the main culprit of environmental destruction. He wrote
“today’s capitalist world serves up an ever-increasing volume of
environmental insults. That is its nature, born of powerful technology in
the hands of powerful corporations with little transparency, weak
oversight, and overriding commitments to profits and growth. As a result,
established concerns persist and new issues proliferate, such as genetic
engineering and nanotech(9).” He concludes that “working only within the
system will, in the end, not successful when what is needed is
transformative change in the system itself.(10)” Thus, environmental
destruction symbolized by climate change and, as I will argue later, many
bioethical problems cannot be separated from our out-of-control
capitalism, and the vices which are both its byproducts and also its
driving force, such as greed and the lack of concern with the lives and
welfare of poor people.
Thus, we can learn many valuable lessons from studying
environmental ethics more seriously. I will explain that the same vices
produce serious problems in the field of bioethics and that we must
reinforce the same virtues, which can be more deeply understood by if we
study environmental ethics.
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⑻ The Bridge at the Edge of the World: Capitalism, the Environment and
Crossing from Crisis to Sustainability, Yale UP. 2008.
⑼ Ibid., p.83.
⑽ Ibid., p.86.
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Before turning to those problems which are similarly driven by global
capitalism, I discuss a modest suggestion which could make a small
contribution to the solution of the large, complex, and serious problems
mentioned in this paper. That is the training of children and adults to
cultivate the virtues of humility, gratitude, wonder and respect towards
nature(11). This kind of training must be really concrete; it must
emphasize how seemingly trivial-looking things in fact play an important
role in our life as a part of the earth’s ecological system. For example,
humble earthworms play an indispensable role in producing fertile soil.
Those virtues could also, I think, lead to the cultivation of virtuous
attitudes towards other human beings who share our 3.8 billion year
history of life on earth and earth’s ecological system as house for all of us.
In addition, those virtues can expand human heart and mind, and add
substance to the concept of equality among human beings.
One of the remarkable key characteristics of the ecological system is
interdependence. Interdependence is also a remarkable characteristic of
human relationships, especially, in the present-day globalized world.
Human beings all share the same 3.8 billion year history of life on earth.
An authentic understanding of our interdependence and our shared
history can lead to a strengthening of our sense of human solidarity.
Consequently, I would like to emphasize the importance of the
cultivation of authentic virtues, which can contribute to the solution of the
problems we are facing. In order to change the educational system in this
way, we also have to think seriously the organization of society as a
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whole.
In the following section, I will discuss some instances of problems in
the field of bioethics, the solution of which could be helped by such virtues
and understanding cultivated by studying environmental ethics.
First of all, I would like to discuss the problem of GMOs. As I already
mentioned earlier, Richard Lewontin talked about “our miserably poor
understanding” of genetic mechanisms. As Michael Pollan wrote, the
application of cutting-edge technology is also shot in the dark. Many
concerns have been expressed in both the scholarly and popular press.
Indeed, some of what we were warned about has in fact happened, such as
the contamination of non-GMO plants(12). It is getting more difficult to get
crops from non-GM plants, because the latter could be contaminated by
GMOs. That means a further decrease of biodiversity. Earth’s ecological
system changes for the worse and the health of human beings and could
be seriously affected.
Furthermore, genes have been found to move not only vertically but
also horizontally. We do not know what results from genes’ horizontal
moves. Much possible and quite scary scenarios are set out on the website
of the Union of Concerned Scientists, such as new allergens in food supply
and production of new toxins(13). We become subjects of human
experimentation without our consent. However, the mechanism for
regulation of behavior of multinational corporations does not function
well. Governmental regulatory agencies are co-opted by corporations.
Corporations are driven by the pressure to grow, by hubris and by a
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ed., by Weber, Karl, Food, Inc., Public Affairs, 2009, p.85.
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cynical attitude of “après moi le déluge.” As a result, the businesses of
small-scale farmers and organic farmers are damaged. What is more
ominous is that Monsanto’s New Leaf, which exude organic insecticide
called Bt, can produce insecticide-resistant bugs because the amount of Bt
which will propagate is enormous in comparison with the amount used by
organic farmers. That means that organic farmers will lose traditional
organic insecticide which is safe(14).
The vices of GMO technology are most clearly illustrated by
terminator seeds. The seeds, which are the source and symbol of the
bounty of life, are artificially destroyed so as to become infertile－all for
the profits of corporations. That is the ultimate form of the denial and
disrespect for life by out-of-control capitalism.
Another example for the problem created by capitalism and its vices
is the exploitation of the bodies of poor people in developing countries(15).
Since people in the developed countries are reluctant to participate in
human experiments, Big Pharma goes to developing countries where there
are not as many regulations to be obeyed. On the contrary, people in those
countries are willing to take any kind of health care which is on offer
because adequate health care is not provided by their governments.
Informed consent is nominal there. Those people do not receive many
benefits from the experiments in which they participate. What is
especially outrageous thing is that Big Pharma uses placebos in such
trials, when there are good medications which are effective. Hence, often
people who can be cured are put at risk by being denied available
────────────
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treatment－and in extreme case they can die. The behavior of Big Pharma
does not show respect for those subjects in developing countries. According
to Sonia Shah, “more often the drugs are irrelevant to the medical needs
of their (people in developing countries) medical need of their
communities. After all, 90 percent of the global medical research budget
takes aim at illnesses that cause just 10 percent of the world’ disease
burden. And so, while 500 million cases of malaria rage across the
developing world, the working poor of India, South Africa and elsewhere,
desperate for the kind of high-tech care available to them almost solely
through clinical research, line up for experimental doses of the latest
arthritis, heart disease and obesity drugs.(16)” Thus, those severely
deprived people are treated just as materials to be used for gaining profit.
Those vices mentioned above, such as greed, short-sightedness, and the
lack of the sense of human solidarity, underlie this kind of outrageous
behavior.
Thus, some serious problems in the field of bioethics are created by
unregulated capitalism driven by similar vices such as greed, disrespect
for nature and life and short-sightedness caused by relentless pursuit for
growth and profits. Hence, the problems we need to solve in both field are
similar. The relationship between the cultivation of virtues and the
radical transformation of social structure on the basis of those virtues is
obviously bi-directional.
I am not an economist, so I cannot make a responsible judgment, but
environmental Keynesianism proposed by Susan George sounds attractive
to me(17). Anyway, here and now as a philosopher I like to emphasize the
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importance of the cultivation of virtues for the transformation of the
contemporary crazy world.
What we need is more interaction between bioethicists and
environmental ethicists to reinforce the sense of wonder towards life and
cultivate virtues on the basis of that sense. By doing that, both of them
must also try to make clear what the radical transformation of
contemporary capitalist society is needed in order to create a society
which really appreciates and enjoys the bountifulness of earth’s ecological
system. In short, bioethicists must think more deeply and from a wider
perspective of life in general. I presume and hope that the understanding
and the change in perspective I have argued for here can also lead to a
more broad-minded attitude towards disabilities, a more sober attitude
towards the finiteness of human life. The transformation for which I am
arguing for in this paper must, I think, begin in the hearts and minds of
bioethicists themselves.
Appendix(18)
While I discuss many kinds of problems, I think that food is the
central problem from which we start our inquiry in a productive way. The
reason is as follows.
Factory farm raises the problems of the relationship between human
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↘ Social Text, 7 July 2008 available at http://www.tni.org/detail_page.phtml?act_
id＝18465(accessed Oct.1 2009)
⒅ This paper was a modified version of the manuscript for my talk at the World
Congress of Bioethics held last September in Rijeka, Croatia. My talk was
well-received and a bioethicist from South Africa asked me what issue must be
focused on among many issues I mentioned. This appendix is a more detailed
answer to that question.
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animals and non-human animals, of the exploitation of workers, especially
poor (immigrant) workers, of helping the creation of new pathogens and
allergens, of environmental degradation, of the contribution to climate
change, of the use of too much chemical ingredients which leads to disease
and obesity and of the destruction of biological diversity. On the other
hand, properly produced food leads to health (e.g. by strengthening the
immune system.) To eat local food reduces the amount of fuel used for
transportation. The increase of small-size organic farms can make a great
contribution to the reduction of factory farms. Thus, if you study issues
related to food and food production, you are bound to other kinds of
important problems which I discussed in this paper.
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